Disc I - Fundamentals and Basic CB Control

(1 hr, 5 min)
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Video Encyclopedia
of Pool Practice
Instructional Video DVD Series

Disc II - Position Control and English

(52 min)

Disc IV - Banks, Kicks, and Advanced Shots

(1 hr, 13 min)

Disc V - Challenges, Games, and Advice

(1 hr)

Note - the complete VEPP outline, online supporting resources, and
detailed lists of drills for each disc can be viewed and printed at:
dr-dave-billiards.com
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Patterns and
Safety Play
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Disc IV
Banks, Kicks,
and Advanced
Shots

Disc V
Challenges,
Games,
and Advice

* 175 drills and challenges in 30 different categories *
* develop, assess, and track progress of your skills *
* the most comprehensive collection of drills ever published *

VEPP

Bob Jewett has been an instructional author, coach, and referee for over 30
years. He’s a long-time columnist for Billiards Digest and On The Break
News. He is also a solid player, being a past ACUI collegiate champion.
Bob is a leading authority on all aspects of the game and has been very
active in the pool community.
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and Basic CB
Control
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“Dr. Dave” Alciatore, PhD, is author of the innovative book and website:
“The Illustrated Principles of Pool and Billiards,” and co-author of the
popular series: “The Video Encyclopedia of Pool Shots.” He’s also a
Billiards Digest columnist and one of the foremost authorities on the
game’s technical aspects.

Video Encyclopedia
of Pool Practice

Disc III - Patterns and Safety Play

(1 hr, 22 min)

VIDEO

* a "must have" in any pool player's library *
* everything you need to elevate your game to the next level and beyond *

by “Dr. Dave” Alciatore and Bob Jewett
dr-dave-billiards.com

